
Capability

Water and Waste Water

Fingleton White has been involved in Water 
related infrastructure projects since 1981
Proven Hydro and Pipeline 
experience

Three areas that are of particular relevance are,

The development and refurbishment of a number of 

hydro schemes has required capability in the design 

and project management of water intakes, major 

water pipelines, Scads systems and assessment of               

hydrometric data.

Through their  projects on natural gas and oil

infrstructure Fingleton White have developed a

reputation for excellence in process design 

and  project management.

In addition to designing, building and operating 

18no power generation plants, Fingleton White

financed these projects and continues to manage

these assets.

Fingleton White was set up in 1981 to service the energy 

sector in Ireland. Since then it has been involved in many 

significant projects in the development of power generation, 

oil and natural gas infrastructure. 

Through a variety of projects Fingleton White has developed

expertise that is required in the delivery of services to the

water industry. 

Water



Design
Our comprehensive set of in-house standards ensures 

that our documentation meets with and exceeds current 

best practices.

Our design expertise covers pipelines, water intakes,

tanks, floating roof and fixed roo, instrumented

measurements with local and remote readout.

production of P&ID’s, selection of manual and automatic

valves,pumping, suction and discharge heads,

blending and additive injection systems.,

 

Construction Tender Documents 
Preparation and Evaluation

The principal deliverable of the detailed design process is 

a comprehensive concise set of tender documents that 

construction contractors can readily use as a basis to their 

tender price. Fingleton White provide a detailed

evaluation of all tenders and make recommendations to

the client  based on cost, quality and schedule

Feasibility Studies and Budget Estimates
Our accurate feasibility and budget estimating techniques allow us to produce 

reliable final cost projections which form the basis for robust cost benefit analysis.

•  Design

•  Budget Estimates

• Construction Tender         

    Documents Preparation

• Construction
Management       

•  Health & Safety

• Statutory           Approvals and 
   Wayleave 

•  Asset Management 

Water

Concept to Completion

Fingleton White provides the complete range of Engineering 
Services from conceptual design through to final operation

Health and Safety

Fingleton White  is experienced in both PSDP and PSCS roles 

in the design and construction of water infrastructure  and 

pipelines

Construction Management

Certification of monthly contract valuations  keeps

the client appraised of progress, updating the

contract schedule and the monitoring of quality.



.
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Wayleaves and Statutory Approvals
FingletonWhite services include provision of all

wayleaves,planning,regulatory and environmental permits.

Our engineers are experienced in liaison with property owners 

and in supporting the wayleave negotiation team. We have 

worked with CIE, Waterways Ireland, BGE and a range of 

urban and rural private property owners.

Asset Management
Fingleton White manages 14 CHP units and 4 Hydroelectrical Powerstations ensuring reliable and

effiicient delivery of steam and electricity for their clients. These assets range in age from 1989 to

present day

The Fingleton White approach to managing these assets is driven by safety, reliability,

performance, financial returns and regulatory and legislative requirements.

Fingleton White has a track record of increasing the value of these assets through managing

risk and opportunity, achieving a balance of performance, cost and risk.

The plants have undergone continuous improvement including upgrading and

refurbishment, designed and implemented by Fingleton White.

Fingleton White monitor the trends in the world energy market. This knowledge enables

them to negotiate sustainable Power Purchase agreements.

An indepth understanding of the regulatory and legislative environment within the EU allows

Fingleton White to identify any risks that are evolving and propose solutions that maximise the

financial opportunity and comply with legislation.

Project Year Description

Water Pipeline, Kylemore 

Abbey
1983 700m uPVC at lower

Water Pipeline/ intake, 

Edergole, Dongeal
1986 Pipeline, weir  and intake

Water Pipeline, Kylemore 

Abbey
1993 700m

Gas Pipelines UK & Ireland 1985-2014
250km of transmission and distribution 

pipeline

Asset Management

Public Consultations & 

Wayleave Applications

As part of broadband and pipeline proj-

ects, worked with public to educate on 

the project and secure wayleaves

Project Management Over €500m of capital projects

Our Experience

1998 - date
Power generation plants ranging in value
from €1m to €20m




